**Workshop:** Community Media and European Policy

**Schedule**

The Workshop is in English.

12.03. **Radio CORAX, Unterberg 9**

- Arriving until 22:00
- Bilateral and multilateral informal meetings of participants
- Round of Radio CORAX, Interviews, Planning

20:00 Community Media Forum Europe (CMFE): internal board meeting

13.03. **MMZ, Mansfelder Straße 56**

10:00 - 11:00 Opening Session, Introductions

11:15 - 12:00 Keynotes: Community Media and Media Policy - Recent Developments (including debate) - Helmut Peissl (VFRÖ - Verband Freier Radios Österreich), Pieter de Wit (CMFE), Nadia Bellardi (CMFE/AMARC)

12:15 - 13:00 Community Media in Germany und Europe - Political Platforms and Objectives - Debate, short Presentations

13:00 - 14:30 Lunch-hour

14:30 - 16:00 CMFE: Open Board Meeting and und Exchange of Experience with MEP Elisabeth Schroedter (The GREENS)

16:00 - 16:30 Break

16:30 - 18:00 Programme Performance of Community Media and Media Diversity in the European Context: Projects and Approaches in Practice (Presentations, Debate, Networking): CM and Intercultural Dialogue; CM as Alternative Media; CM, Radio Culture and Art, CM as Experiment, CM as local Media, Radio Forums …

18:00 - 19:00 Break
Panel Discussion (in German): Community Media und Europe - A Liaison with Future?

Rainer Robra (Chief of the Staatskanzlei and Minister for European Issues in Sachsen-Anhalt), MEP Constanze Krehl (SPD), MEP Dr. Horst Schnellhardt (CDU), MEP Elisabeth Schroedter (The GREENS), Bernhard Möwes (Federal Government Commissioner for Culture and the Media, German representative in the CDMC), invited: Michael Hager (European Commission, Institutional Relations and Communication Strategy, Member of Cabinet), Thomas Kupfer (Community Media Forum Europe, Radio CORAX)
Moderation: Christian Schurig

14.03. MMZ, Mansfelder Straße 56

10:00 - 11:00 Why community media seem necessary in Poland? (Urszula Doliwa)

11:15 - 12:30 Community Media und European Funding Policy: Exchange of Experience and Knowledge, Project Ideas

12:30 - 14:00 Lunch-hour

14:00 - 15:00 Community Media in the Academic Context: Current Situation and Tendencies (including Debate) - Kate Coyer, Arne Hinz (Central European University Budapest)

15:15 - 16:00 Community Media and Digitization of Broadcasting (including Debate) - Pieter de Wit (CMFE, Netherlands), Christer Herderstrom (CMFE, Sweden)

16:00 - 16:30 Break

16:30 - 17:00 Final Debate

17:00 - … Time for individual Projects